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"It always seems impossible until it’s done," said Gabriela Jaimes, quoting the late Nelson Mandela.

The Indiana University Northwest Student Government President stood before a crowd that filled the university’s new 500-seat theater to capacity. Her remarks were part of the official dedication ceremony of IU Northwest’s new $45 million Arts & Sciences Building on Friday, Aug. 25.

From architects to educators, from artists to city leaders, those in attendance gathered to celebrate the culmination of what had been almost a seven-year journey. Beginning with the day Terre Haute Hall, the university’s first building and home to its beloved theater, was destroyed by floodwaters in 2008.

Since that day, officials worked to get the building’s construction into the state budget and rallied the support of elected leaders and the IU Board of Trustees. It now stands proudly on Broadway Avenue—a three-story, 124,000-square-foot marvel hailed as an anchor for the city of Gary’s redevelopment, a beacon for the economic health of the region, a hub for the arts and the front door to higher education accessibility for all.

Drawing parallels between her own experience of navigating the college experience to that of the creation of the Arts & Sciences Building, Jaimes said that much like her own education, "there was a dream, and that dream became an idea, which led to the idea becoming a reality."

As IU Northwest Chancellor William J.Loue noted, even more significant than the physical building and the modern technology inside, are the partnerships created that will continue to be a catalyst for positive impact across the entire region.

"The building celebrates partnerships in design, in spaces that encourage collaboration and learning across disciplines, with Ivy Tech Community College, to support our diverse students throughout their academic careers. And there is a partnership with our neighborhood, the City of Gary and the Region," Loue said.

Ivy Tech Community College occupies about 30 percent of the building. The south entrance brings visitors into the school’s enrollment services area, the first stop for students who will ultimately find a seamless path from their Ivy Tech degree to a four-year degree from IU Northwest. In many ways, officials say, Ivy Tech’s presence here helps make higher education more accessible to all.

IU President Michael A. McRobbie expressed gratitude toward the Indiana General Assembly and those who worked toward getting this great facility approved and paid for the talk about both all of IU’s campuses help great works in all they provide students and their communities, but that "there is this impact more greatly felt than here in Gary and northwest Indiana."

"Nearly three-quarters of IU Northwest graduates stay in the area, using their new skills and knowledge to contribute—working with current students, faculty, and staff—countless ways, large and small, to the civic, economic, and cultural life of this region and the state," Dan Renor, Karen Freear and Raason concurred, calling this day "a proud day in Gary, Indiana" because of its role as an "anchor in..."
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